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Abstract
Veridium, a collaborative initiative by business leaders including 
IBM, Stellar, EcoSmart Labs, Everland and Brian Kelly Capital 
Management, is creating tokenized trading markets for carbon 
credits and other natural capital assets. By tokenizing carbon 
credits into fungible assets that have liquidity on a crypt0asset 
exchange, Veridium is creating a reliable way to acquire, trade 
and account for carbon liabilities and offsets.  

Veridium has created two tokens: CARBON and VERDE. 

The CARBON token is an asset-backed token that 
represents one carbon credit from a diversified basket of 
internationally verified carbon credits. 
The VERDE token is the base currency on Veridium’s 
exchange and facilitates EcoSmart-Transactions, which 
automate the corporate carbon credit accounting and 
offsetting process across global supply chains. 
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Overview

Led by the founders of one of the leading global carbon 
credit producers, Veridium is introducing an institutional-grade 
tokenized carbon credit market and integrated solutions for 
corporate tracking of environmental impact and compliance. 
Veridium’s technologies, powered by IBM and Stellar, make it 
easy to buy, sell, manage and track carbon credits. Through 
direct integration in supply chain management software, 
Veridium is creating a virtuous cycle which powers the 
ecosystem and positions corporations as the primary engine for 
regeneration of the earth’s environment. 

Company

Veridium is led by the founders of InfiniteEARTH, a leading 
global carbon credit producer. At InfiniteEARTH, our team 
created both the first REDD+ carbon accounting methodology, 
now embodied in the UN Paris Agreement, and the first 
validated REDD+ project to use it. Those efforts now protect 
over 64,000 hectares of forests and provide sanctuary for over 
100 threatened or endangered species. 
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InfiniteEARTH is  a leader in environmental mitigation solutions, 
with a corporate client list that includes:

 
*Founding Partner’s Client Base for REDD+ credits

Veridium has been working for the past two years on 
blockchain technologies that can solve these industry needs 
and contribute to the inevitable transformation to a sustainable 
global economic model. 
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Our Partners
 

The Industry

Veridium is a blockchain-based carbon credit and natural 
capital marketplace.

In partnership with IBM and Stellar, Veridium is changing how we 
take action against global climate change. Veridium is introducing 
a tokenized carbon credit market and integrated solution for 
corporate tracking of their environmental impacts and mitigation.
Humanity has an unsustainable impact on the natural resources 
of our planet, and we lack viable solutions that can address this 
complicated issue. Corporations and individuals demand viable, 
market-ready solutions that address the challenges we face in 
creating an environmentally sustainable global economy.
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TOP 3 INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

Carbon Accounting

Measuring the carbon footprint of even a single product (among 
thousands) involves quantifying the emissions impact of each 
and every input in a manufacturing process across complex 
global supply chains. This is a daunting and costly undertaking, 
and this level of granularity has no assurance of accuracy. 

● Corporate carbon accounting and offsetting is currently 
a manual process. These processes are time-consuming 
and costly and the level of granularity seldom produces 
certainty.

● Measuring even broader environmental liabilities, such as 
deforestation, biodiversity loss, water consumption and 
social impact, adds almost insurmountable complexities and 
related costs.
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Carbon Purchasing

Once impacts have been quantified, companies are confronted 
with a myriad of carbon standards, various classes of carbon 
credits, grades within those classes, and a wide range of 
vintages and expiration dates. 

● Markets and pricing are opaque. A small handful of carbon 
consultants and brokers control 75% of the carbon markets 
worldwide.  

● Illiquidity limits price discovery and obfuscates the true 
cost that emissions impacts have on society. A 2015 U.S. 
government study valued a ton of carbon dioxide to be 
worth $37 in damages, a Stanford University study valued it 

at $220, while current market prices hover around $15. 

Carbon Mitigation and Hedging

Mitigating liabilities for the current year is challenging enough 
for organizations. Hedging for future liabilities is even more 
challenging. 

● “Compliance” credits traded on exchanges are liquid and 
can be placed on a balance sheet as an asset. However, 
these credits have limited environmental benefit beyond 
carbon emissions, and have short expiration dates, 
rendering them ineffective as long-term hedges.
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● “Voluntary” credits, such as REDD+ credits, have long 
expiration dates and much broader environmental benefits, 
but are traded over-the-counter, making them difficult to 
classify as assets on a balance sheet.

In order to solve these problems, Veridium is utilizing 
blockchain technology to turn high-quality carbon credits 
into easily exchanged assets and enable liquidity through a 
crypto-asset exchange. The Veridium technologies create a 
transparent way for corporations, governments, and individuals 
to account for carbon liabilities and offsets. While carbon credits 
are an initial focus, the technology can be applied to any natural 
capital asset and corresponding offset credit.
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Our Solution

Veridium believes simplifying the carbon accounting protocol and 
making the carbon market accessible and transparent are critical 
for companies and consumers to participate in the fight against 
climate change. One of the most difficult problems—the automated 
purchase and accounting of carbon offsets—is automated through 
the development of Veridium’s unique platform. 

Veridium’s platform consists of three primary components:

● Tokenized Carbon Credits: Digitizes carbon credits and 
other eco-positive assets into decentralized units that are 
easily transferable. The initial tokenized asset offered will 
be the CARBON token, representing a diversified basket 
of carbon credits with additional social and environmental 
impact value.

● Veridium Exchange: Allows fluid and transparent trading 
of a broad class of carbon offsets and other natural capital. 
Initially, the exchange will feature the CARBON token. Over 
time, the exchange will allow anyone with internationally 
recognized eco-positive assets to apply to be listed on the 
exchange.

● EcoSmart-ProtocolTM: Automates the entire carbon 
accounting and offsetting process by integrating with 
blockchain-based supply chain management systems, such 
as IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric.
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VERIDIUM TOKENS

Veridium’s economic model is enabled by tokens. Two major 
challenges commonly cited by offset purchasers are the asset 
class’ non-fungibility and difficulty of use. We believe Veridium’s 
two token model addresses these challenges.
Veridium’s solution utilizes a two-token model: CARBON and 
VERDE. 

The CARBON token represents a single carbon credit backed 
by a diversified portfolio of internationally verified carbon 
credits. This solution simplifies all of the compliated variables 
inherent to carbon credit offsetting through a single, easily 
transferable asset. The diverse portfolio is managed by the 
Veridium Foundation, a Canadian non-profit foundation. The 
CARBON token will be available on Veridium Exchange and can 
be purchased with VERDE tokens.

The VERDE token is the base currency on the Veridium 
Exchange. Its fully decentralized nature is designed to facilitate 
automated transactions quickly for a global user base on 
Veridium’s platform. In this capacity, the utility token enables 
anyone to access Veridium’s natural capital trading markets 
and execute transactions immediately. VERDE is burned in 
accordance with certain Veridium transactions.
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VERIDIUM EXCHANGE

Veridium is creating an institutional-grade platform that enables 
free trade in carbon credits and natural capital. To support this 
business segment, the founder and CEO of Coinsetter, one of 
the first prominent Bitcoin exchanges which sold to Kraken in 
2016, has joined our team as a lead advisor on our exchange 
strategies and business rollout. The exchange will offer spot 
and futures markets for a variety of tokenized assets, including 
carbon offsets and other eco-positive assets that corporations 
can acquire to offset their current environmental impacts as well 
as hedge future obligations.

TOKENIZATION PLATFORM
The tokenization component of the exchange enables the 
creation of digital tokens backed by carbon credits and 
other natural assets. Issuers of carbon credits can use this 
functionality to list their offset project on Veridium Exchange 
and issue new, project-specific carbon credits, which will be 
listed on Veridium Exchange with a unique order book and sold 
to buyers who purchase the credits in the open market.

ECOSMART-PROTOCOL™

The EcoSmart-Protocol™ is a technology and set of standards 
for the automated integration of carbon credits into corporate 
transactions and supply chain management. This protocol has 
been adopted by IBM, which will offer EcoSmart-Protocol™ 
automation in its supply chain management platform on 
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Hyperledger Fabric. IBM’s adoption of the EcoSmart-Protocol™ 
has the potential to support adoption for the rest of the 
Veridium ecosystem, including the Veridium Exchange, and the 
VERDE and CARBON tokens. EcoSmart-Protocol™ transactions 
automate the complex process of carbon accounting and 
offsetting into a solution that can be seamlessly integrated 
into enterprise and consumer transactions using blockchain 
technology. 

Growing Role

Many factors impact demand for carbon credits, but it is evident 
that this market is a growing part of the world economy. 
Europe’s carbon market recently surpassed $38 billion a year, 
with EU policymakers expected to keep the cost of pollution on 
an upward trajectory through 2030, prompting hedge funds to 
become active in the market.

Veridium’s first goal is to remove existing barriers in the market 
to rapidly increase the adoption and effectiveness of global 
carbon markets, but carbon credits are only a start, with natural 
assets having an estimated $125 trillion potential global market. 
Veridium chose to first address carbon because of its particular 
urgency, as well as the team’s uniquely qualified position in the 
industry.
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